
7 February 2018 

Respectfully to:  Ministry of Public Security 
    Hanoi, Vietnam 
 
Attention:   Senior Lieutenant General To Lam 

The Minister 
 

Joint Industry Comments on Draft Law on Cybersecurity 

The American Chamber of Commerce Hanoi, BSA | The Software Alliance, The Computing Technology 
Industry Association (CompTIA), DIGITALEUROPE, The Information Technology Industry Council (ITI), The 
Japan Electronics and Information Technology Industries Association (JEITA), The Semiconductor 
Industry Association, The US-ASEAN Business Council, and The U.S. Chamber of Commerce write to 
express our sincere gratitude to the Ministry of Public Security (“MPS”) for the opportunity to submit 
comments on Draft 15 of the Law on Cybersecurity (“Draft Law”).  

Our organizations appreciate the opportunity to provide further comments alongside those already 
submitted on August 25 and October 31, 2017. We are encouraged by the amendments to Draft 15, 
such as the removal of server localization requirements, and the whole-of-government approach 
indicated by the Ministry’s ceding of some cybersecurity responsibilities to other authorities, and offer 
our support as the revision process continues. With the shared goal of ensuring the stability and security 
of Vietnam’s technology infrastructure, we are writing to share remaining concerns with the Draft Law, 
particular those regarding data localization, content removal, local representative office requirements, 
and the Draft Law’s broad scope. As a collective of industry stakeholders, we hold cybersecurity as a top 
priority, and would like to emphasize the active role we take in ensuring the security of our products and 
services used in Vietnam. 

Our recommendations on addressing cybersecurity challenges derive from expertise in creating practical 
and cost-effective solutions. In an effort to engage more closely with the Vietnamese government on 
cybersecurity legislation, we respectfully seek to offer additional constructive feedback on what we 
believe are unclear, or potentially harmful, provisions in the Draft Law. 

Specifically, our comments are as follows: 

 Article 3 (21): We recommend removing this due to arbitrary, unclear language concerning 
cyberspace and national sovereignty. 

 Articles 8, 16, 41: The Draft Law obligates information system owners to “prevent, detect, fight 
against, or remove” certain content. The definitions of offensive speech and expression are 
broad and unclear, requiring content that does not meet the Draft Law’s standards to be taken 
down within a short timeframe of 24 hours but without detailing what type of content falls 
under this provision. References to “embarrassing or slanderous” content as well as speech 
which restricts “social order and safety” appear arbitrary and difficult to interpret or regulate. 

 Article 9, 11, 19: Language concerning the methods of classification and criteria necessary for 
“information systems critical to national security” as well as formation and implementation of 
the “specialized force” and “List of Information Systems Critical to National Security” remain 
unclear. We recommend the use of a third-party audit and assessment agent rather than the 



use of a “specialized force” or ad hoc cybersecurity audit and assessment, both of which appear 
unnecessary and excessive.  

 Article 10: Businesses require flexibility in addressing cyber-attacks in order to accommodate 
the ever-changing technological ecosystem. Currently, the Draft Law embodies prescriptive and 
broad regulations concerning identifying cyber-attack perpetrators and other threats, which 
could restrict companies from acting in an appropriate and effective manner in the case of 
identifying the origins of harmful cyber-attacks.  

 Article 13: The language used to describe cybersecurity qualification certifications, which must 
be obtained from The Ministry of Public Safety or The Ministry of National Defense depending 
on how critical the work is to national security, has changed from the previous draft. While Draft 
14 described these certifications as a self-certifying procedure, the current Draft Law implies a 
more regulatory nature and mechanism. 

 Articles 27, 45: We are grateful that the local office requirement was changed to a “local 
representative office requirement,” but remain concerned that any such requirement will not 
enhance cybersecurity. A local representative office is typically not authorized to provide user 
data and does not have the capabilities to remove any content that does not comply with the 
regulations, as detailed above. The requirement that companies keep a physical presence in 
Vietnam subsequently makes it more difficult for companies to provide services in Vietnam, 
grow in Vietnam in the future, and comply with the law.  

 Article 42: We recommend Vietnam utilize global cloud infrastructure rather than store cloud-
based data by jurisdiction. Not doing so creates both security and business concerns, which are 
outlined in more detail below. 

a. Security Concerns: The cloud is more secure than local networks, and enterprises invest 
hundreds of millions of dollars to secure their databases and networks in the cloud 
already. Network failures are less disruptive under a globally distributed network, as the 
free flow of data in the cloud ensures that data is still available on another network. 
Restricting the storage of user data geographically prevents Vietnam from benefitting 
from a more resilient, secure, and reliable system. The current Draft promotes 
compliance at the risk of true security by requiring data localization (Art. 42). 

b. Business Concerns: Enterprises from every sector in Vietnam compete on the global 
scale now, and as a result require cutting edge resources to remain attractive to a 
diverse customer base. The nature of forced localization limits business capacity to 
access infrastructure and the tools necessary to support employees and networks 
around the world (Art. 45). Forced localization also inhibits global operations through 
restricting the mobilization of user data from region to region. It is detrimental to their 
own efficiency and productivity to make it more expensive for companies to send data 
to specific locations. These costly compliance measures will ultimately burden users, 
making technology more expensive and less secure. 

We are grateful for the opportunity to provide feedback on this important legislation, and we thank you 
again for considering our feedback on the Draft Law. Our organizations stand ready to work with your 
government to implement clear cybersecurity legislation that supports the continued development of 
Vietnam’s digital economy. We would welcome a meeting to further discuss our concerns and 
alternative approaches that could better ensure Vietnam’s cybersecurity. 

 


